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Annotation: This article is written by Ugiloy, a 6th grade student girl from 

Yortepa, a village in the Turakurgan district of the Namangan region in Uzbekistan. 

Ugiloy shares the rich history of Yortepa, including the origin of its name, which means 

"four hills" and reflects the village's landscape changes over time. She describes the 

historical significance of the village's water channels and the close-knit, modest nature 

of its people. The article highlights the strong community bonds, the tradition of giving 

affectionate nicknames, and the village's agricultural lifestyle. It also touches on the 

importance of education and the enduring cultural traditions that make Yortepa a 

unique and special place. 
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Аннотация: Эту статью написала Угилой, ученица 6-го класса из села 

Ёртепа Туракурганского района Наманганской области Узбекистана. Угилой 

разделяет богатую историю Ёртепы, включая происхождение ее названия, что 

означает «четыре холма» и отражает изменение ландшафта деревни с 

течением времени. Она описывает историческое значение водных каналов 

деревни и дружный и скромный характер ее жителей. В статье освещаются 

крепкие общинные связи, традиция давать ласковые прозвища, аграрный образ 

жизни села. В нем также говорится о важности образования и устойчивых 

культурных традициях, которые делают Ёртепу уникальным и особенным 

местом. 
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Yortepa is not just a name; it is a story in itself. The name "Yortepa" has evolved 

over time. Originally, our village was known as "Chortepa," which means "four hills" 

in our language. This name was derived from the seven hills that used to be a prominent 

feature of our village's landscape. However, after several floods, only four of these hills 

remained, leading to the name "Chortepa." Over the years, this name transformed into 

"Yortepa," but it still carries the essence of our village's history and its connection to 

the hills. 

The history of Yortepa is deeply intertwined with the natural elements that 

surround us. Even the water channels in our village have historical significance. These 

channels were carefully constructed by our ancestors to manage the flow of water and 

ensure that our agricultural lands remained fertile. The intricate network of these 

channels is a testament to the ingenuity and hard work of the people who lived here 

long before us. They understood the importance of water and devised ways to harness 

it for the benefit of the entire community. 

One of the most remarkable aspects of Yortepa is the modesty and warmth of its 

people. In our village, everyone knows each other well. This sense of familiarity creates 

a strong bond among the villagers, making Yortepa feel like one big family. We often 

greet each other with smiles and kind words, and it's common to see neighbors helping 

one another with daily tasks. This spirit of cooperation and mutual support is something 

I cherish deeply about my village. 

In Yortepa, many people have nicknames, but these are always given with 

affection and respect. Each nickname has a story behind it, usually reflecting a person's 

character or a notable incident from their life. For example, one of our neighbors is 

called “Bobo Qahramon” which means “Grandfather Hero.” He earned this nickname 

because of his bravery during a flood many years ago when he saved several villagers 

from being swept away by the raging waters. These nicknames are a way for us to 

honor and celebrate each other's unique qualities and contributions to the community. 

Life in Yortepa is simple yet fulfilling. Our village is surrounded by lush fields 

and orchards, where we grow a variety of fruits and vegetables. Agriculture is the 

mainstay of our economy, and many families are involved in farming. During the 

harvest season, the entire village comes together to pick fruits, gather crops, and share 

in the bounty of the land. It's a time of joy and celebration, with lots of laughter and 

delicious food. 

The traditions and customs of Yortepa are deeply rooted in our culture. We 

celebrate various festivals with great enthusiasm, and each occasion is an opportunity 

for the community to come together and strengthen our bonds. One of my favorite 

festivals is Navruz, the Uzbek New Year, which marks the beginning of spring. During 

Navruz, we clean our homes, prepare special dishes, and visit friends and family. It's a 

time of renewal and hope, symbolizing new beginnings and the promise of a prosperous 

year ahead. 
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Education is highly valued in Yortepa, and our village has a small but dedicated 

school. Our teachers are passionate about imparting knowledge and instilling a love for 

learning in us. They often go beyond the regular curriculum, sharing stories about our 

village's history and encouraging us to appreciate our heritage. I feel fortunate to be a 

part of such a supportive and nurturing learning environment. 

As I walk through the streets of Yortepa, I am reminded of the resilience and 

strength of our community. Despite the challenges we have faced, such as floods and 

economic hardships, we have always come together to rebuild and support one another. 

This sense of unity and solidarity is what makes Yortepa truly special. 

In conclusion, my village Yortepa is a place of rich history, strong community 

ties, and enduring traditions. The story of our village's name, the historical water 

channels, and the affectionate nicknames all contribute to the unique identity of 

Yortepa. I am proud to be a part of this vibrant community and to carry forward the 

legacy of our ancestors. As I grow older, I hope to contribute to the continued 

prosperity and harmony of Yortepa, ensuring that our village remains a place where 

everyone feels at home. 

Thank you for letting me share the story of my village with you. I hope you have 

enjoyed learning about Yortepa as much as I have enjoyed sharing it. 
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